Abstract. Aspect-Oriented Programming(AOP) is intended to ease situations that involve many kinds of code tangling. This paper reports on a practice to import AOP's ability to ease tangling related to exception handling pattern. We took an existing framework, the exception handing application block(EHAB) and unity application block(UAB). EHAB provides exception handlers and policies to enable us to make configurable and consistent code in architectural layers. UAB provides interception mechanism to make clean code using AOP.
Introduction
In most software projects, a large percentage of the code is boilerplate code. Exception handling comes under this category. Even though the business logic may be just three or four lines of code, exception handling might go on for 10 to 20 lines. Meanwhile, the handling of exceptions in large software systems can consume a remarkable amount of development resources. Exceptions must be thought of throughout the whole development cycle and dealing with them is usually hard.
If you spend time at the beginning to design a clear and consistent exception management system, it frees you from having to piece together your system during development, or worse still, from having to retrofit exception handling into an existing code base.
An exception management system must be well encapsulated and must decouple the details of logging and reporting from the application's business logic. It must also be able to generate metrics that can be monitored by operators to provide an insight into the current health and status of the application. This helps create an application that can quickly and accurately notify operators of any problems it is experiencing. It can also provide valuable information to help developers and support services resolve problems.
This paper talks about how to keep exception handling simple and straightforward, keeping the developer's plate clean for him to concentrate on business logic rather than devoting time to writing exception handling boilerplate code. This paper uses The Exception Handling Application Block and Unity Application Block in Enterprise Library.
The Exception Handling in the Architectural Layers
Coding the detection and handling of errors, is, however, still a difficult process that requires a strict discipline from programmers. And the reality is that most software being written today uses programming languages that provide very little help. Hopefully, that will change.
But there is a side effect of coding application exceptions that cannot be addressed by simply including more powerful exception detection and handling mechanisms in the programming language. That side effect consists of the tangling between the code for what the program should do and the code for detecting and handling exceptions. Figure 1 illustrates this issue with a small C# example. The example show parts of a SqlDataProcess class, which is a subclass of DataProcess class. The code related to exceptional behaviors is underlined.
The tangling is, in part, a consequence of the programming language and, in part, a consequence of design decisions. In architectural layers, code similar to figure 1 would be repeated in all the routines that perform different data access queries. To change the behavior of the exception handling code, you must update each routine that contained this code [1] .
Fig. 1. A small C# example with tangling exception handling
We require uniform and flexible procedures for handling exceptions. For example, you might want consistent exception handling procedures for all components in a particular tier of an application's architecture. In addition, because of changing security or other operational issues, you might want the ability to change policies as needed, without requiring changes to the application source code. The exception handling application block, in conjunction with the Enterprise Library configuration tools, lets you accomplish both tasks [2] .
In architectural layers, Exceptions that occur in the data access layer are logged and then wrapped inside another exception that provides more meaningful information to the calling layer. Within the business component layer, the exceptions are logged before they are propagated. Any exceptions that occur in the business component layer and that contain sensitive information are replaced with exceptions that no longer contain this information. These are sent to the user interface (UI) layer and displayed to the user. Figure 2 illustrate this exception handling pattern.
Fig. 2. The propagation of exception handling

Exception Throwing Strategy and Handling Policy
Our exception handling pattern is designed to support the typical code contained in catch statement in application components. Instead of repeating this code (such as logging exception information) throughout identical catch blocks in an application component, the application block allows developers to encapsulate this logic as reusable exception handlers [3] . Usually, the following exception handlers are included.
• Wrap handler. This exception handler wraps one exception around another.
• Replace handler. This exception handler replaces one exception with another.
• Policies specify the exception handlers that execute when the application block processes a particular exception type. You can chain these handlers together so that a series of them execute when the associated exception type is handled. The following are some examples of named policies and descriptions of what they might provide:
• Base policy. This policy logs the exception and rethrows the original exception.
• Secure policy. This policy logs the exception, replaces the original exception with a custom exception, and throws the new exception.
• Expressive policy. This policy wraps the original exception inside another exception and throws the new exception. Exception handling pattern is designed to achieve the following goals:
• Encapsulate the logic used to perform the most common exception handling tasks into minimal application code.
• Relieve developers of the requirement to write duplicate code and custom code for common exception handling tasks.
• Allow exception handling policies to be changed after they have been deployed and to ensure that changes happen simultaneously and consistently. Figure 3 illustrate the exception handling policy in architectural layers. Figure 4 and figure 5 illustrate the code example and consistent configuration using exception application block. 
Aspect-Oriented Programming and Unity
Aspect-Oriented Programming was first proposed in [4] as a programming technique for modularizing concerns that cross-cut the basic functionality of programs. Exception handling was referred to as one of those cross-cutting concerns, and the paper suggested that is should be possible to achieve a relative separation between the functional code and the exception handling code [5] .
The Unity Application Block (Unity) is a lightweight, extensible dependency injection container that supports constructor injection, property injection, and method call injection. The Unity Interception extension provides a subset of aspect-oriented programming.
The interception mechanism is based around three basic concepts: matching rules, call handlers, and interceptors. Matching rules are simple but flexible objects that determine which methods should have extra handling applied. Call handlers are objects that actually implement the cross-cutting concerns. They can run before or after the method. They can modify method parameters or return values. They can even stop the method from being called at all or call it multiple times. The matching rules and call handlers are grouped together into interception policies. The interception policy uses the matching rules to define which methods get intercepted and uses the call handlers to define what processing to perform on the intercepted object.
Policies determine what happens when a method is intercepted, and interceptors determine how methods are intercepted. Unity interceptors will, when configured in the container, enable you to intercept method calls and attach call handlers to the intercepted methods. Policies determine which call handlers are placed in the interception pipeline for each method. Figure 6 illustrate a C# code example. Public class MyExceptionHandlerAttribute is a particular attribute because it inherits from HandlerAttribute and it needs only to override the CreateHandler method and returns an instance of the handler you want to use. You can apply this attribute to every class or method you want to intercept, if you apply it to a class every method will be intercepted, if you apply it to a single method you will intercept only that method. In our code, we apply it to interface IExceptionhandler. Using AOP, we can create clean and consistent exception handling pattern in architectural layers. 
Conclusion
We have studied how aspects ease the tangling related to exception handling. We took an existing framework, Exception handling application block and unity application block. The former encapsulate the logic used to perform the most common exception handling tasks into minimal application code. And make exception handling configurable and consistent. The unity application block help making clean and elegance code using aspect-oriented programming.
